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Page numbers in boldface indicate where configuration settings can be found in the users manual portion of this book.

alphaCertified, 226, 227, 248, 328, 332
AMPMaxPrec, 180, 305
AMPSafetyDigits1, 305, 326
AMPSafetyDigits2, 306, 326
ApCoCoA, 331
Bermeja, 331
CharacteristicClasses, 245
CoeffBound, 132, 305
CondNumThreshold, 122, 123, 226, 313, 328
ConstructWitnessSet, 219, 317
CycleTimeCutoff, 53, 311
DegreeBound, 132, 305
DeleteTempFiles, 107, 321
DGP-Solver, 331
EndgameBdry, 48, 310
EndgameNum, 47, 310
EndpointFiniteThreshold, 61, 99, 122, 313, 327, 328
FinalTol, 13, 46, 51, 53, 67, 68, 119, 120, 122, 130, 131, 137, 174, 177, 309, 327
FunctionTolerance, 312
_HAVE_MPI, 329
HOM4PS-2.0, 333
I, 37, 285
ImagThreshold, 58, 122, 225, 313, 328
IntrinsicMultiplier, 321
JunkRemovalTest, 315
KhRo, 333
LDTDepth, 173
LocalDimFinder, 187, 332
Macaulay2, 332
Makefile, 273, 329
MaxCodimension, 182, 183, 315
MaxCycleNum, 50, 311
MaxLDTDepth, 183, 316
MaxNewtonIts, 307
MaxNumBadMonoLoops, 177, 317
MaxNumberSteps, 308
MaxNumMonoLoops, 177, 317
MaxNumPtsForTrace, 176, 177, 316
MaxStepsBeforeNewton, 307
MaxStepSize, 308
MinCycleTrackback, 54, 310
MinStepSizeBeforeEG, 308
MinStepSizeDuringEG, 308
MPType, 13, 14, 126, 128, 132, 136, 138, 180, 304
Multiplicity, 333
MultOneOnly, 316
NhhdRadius, 51, 311
NeedToDiff, 107, 321
NumSamplePoints, 51–53, 310, 325
ODEPredictor, 307
_OPENMP, 329
OutputLevel, 320
ParameterHomotopy, 105, 106, 117, 130, 131, 314
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<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paramotopy</td>
<td>102, 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PathTruncationThreshold</td>
<td>99, 130, 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHCpack</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>37, 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLSYS_GLP</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLSYS_PLP</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>13, 14, 126, 132, 138, 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrintPathProgress</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomSeed</td>
<td>6, 136, 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RatioTimeCutoff</td>
<td>53, 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RatioTolerance</td>
<td>135, 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RegenHigherDimTest</td>
<td>319, 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RegenRemoveInf</td>
<td>319, 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RegenStartLevel</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SampleFactor</td>
<td>50, 53, 99, 310, 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScreenOut</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecurityLevel</td>
<td>60, 61, 64, 134, 293, 312, 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecurityMaxNorm</td>
<td>61, 62, 64, 99, 312, 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SharpenDigits</td>
<td>120, 121, 124, 138, 177, 313, 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SharpenOnly</td>
<td>122–124, 289, 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingValZeroTol</td>
<td>135, 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SliceFinalTol</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SliceTolBeforeEG</td>
<td>99, 318, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SliceTolDuringEG</td>
<td>99, 318, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpecificCodimension</td>
<td>182–184, 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StepFailFactor</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StepsForIncrease</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StepSuccessFactor</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TargetTolMultiplier</td>
<td>122, 174, 177, 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrackTolBeforeEG</td>
<td>99, 306, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrackTolDuringEG</td>
<td>99, 306, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrackType</td>
<td>13, 14, 39, 89, 126–128, 132, 133, 136, 138, 157, 180, 290, 291, 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UseDiagonal</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UseRegeneration</td>
<td>84, 87, 89, 100, 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserHomotopy</td>
<td>37, 39, 40, 132–134, 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WitnessGenType</td>
<td>166, 168, 183, 184, 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WitnessSupersetOnly</td>
<td>89, 166, 316</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A, xiv
ab initio phase, 101, 103, 104
accuracy, 42
adaptive multiprecision, 41, 45
adjacent minors, 166, 168
affine complex algebraic set, 17
affine real algebraic set, 17
algebraic set, 17, 144; see also affine real algebraic set; constructible set; quasi-projective algebraic set
algebraic statistics, 246
alpha theory, 226
Alt's problem, see nine-point four-bar problem
approximate solution, 226
associated solution, 226

Bézout number, xviii, 73–76, 78, 98, 184
Bézout's theorem, 7
Bell number, 72
Bertini, 22
Bertini doi, 273
Bertini modules, see
  LocalDimFinder;
  Paramotopy
Bertini's theorem, 22, 163
bifurcation, 269
bootstrap method, 261, 267
branch point, 28, 48, 49, 244
Bricard six-revolute (6R) mechanism, 154

C, C*, xiii
C[], xiv

Cauchy endgame, 47
cell decomposition, 227
certification, 226, 248
cheater's homotopy, 90
chemistry, xvi
Chern class, 245
classical cascade, 162, 167, 183
classical topology, 19
closure, 20
codimension, 148, 166
coment character, 5, 274, 281
complex dimension, see dimension
complex plane, 146
complex projective space, see projective space
complex topology, 19
complex versus real dimension, 224
condition number, 12
constructible set, 251, 252
continuation, 24
corank of a system, 162
critical points, 209, 231, 237
curve, 147
cycle number, 47, 48, 52, 244, 326

Darcy's law, 264
Davidenko differential equation, 32, 33
deflation, 149, 172, 189
  isosingular, 216
deflation sequence, 217
degree, xiv, 144
degrees of freedom, 155, 187
  infinitesimal, 187
dehomogenization, 61
Denavit–Hartenburg parameters, 75
dimension, 17, 19, 144, 147, 224
dimension-by-dimension solving, 183
discretization, 261
discriminant variety, 251
divergent path, 24
domain decomposition method, 261, 268
eigenvalue problem, 75
elimination theory, 251
endgame, 24, 34, 41, 47; see also Cauchy endgame; parallel Cauchy endgame; power-series endgame
Cauchy integral, see Cauchy endgame
endgame operating zone, 48, 325
endgame setup, 48
endpoints, 24
Enneper surface, 255
enumerative geometry, 247
equation-by-equation, 71
equidimensional, 147
equilibrium states, xvi
Euler’s method, 34
Euler–Newton step, 35
extrinsic slicing, 85
fiber product, 196
filtering method, 261, 267
first-order tracking, 34
fixed-point homotopy, 129
free boundary problems, 264
function evaluation, 39

gamma trick, 26, 32, 44, 45, 104, 176, 192
general linear product, 80
generalized eigenvalue problem, 74
generically reduced, 149
generically true, 21, 22
geometric genus, 259
good homotopy, 31, 129
gradient descent homotopy, 248
Grassmann variety, 210, 213
Grauert’s direct image theorem, 42
Griewank-Osborne example, 10
Griffis–Duffy platform, see Stewart–Gough platform

higher-order methods, 35
homogeneous coordinates, xiv, 56
homogeneous polynomial, 56
homogenization, 61
homotopy, 24, 30; see also cheater’s homotopy; linear product homotopy; multihomogeneous homotopy; parameter homotopy; polyhedral homotopy; polynomial-product homotopy; regeneration homotopy; total-degree homotopy; user-defined homotopy
homotopy continuation, 23, 24
Hurwitz formula, 243
hyperbolic conservation law, 266
hypersurface, 144, 162
implicitization problem, 251
intrinsic slicing, 85, 198, 324
inverse kinematics, 75
irreducible algebraic set, 17, 18, 145
irreducible component, 17, 145
irreducible decomposition, 19
irreducible polynomial, 17
isolated solution, 20
isosingular, 200
isosingular deflation, 216
isosingular local dimension, 219
isosingular set, 210, 214, 218
isosingular stabilization, 218, 219, 221, 304, 317

Jacobian, 20
join variety, 245
junk point, 171, 172
junk removal, 171

k-fold, 147
kinematics, 143

Lagrange points, 90, 94, 101, 109
likelihood function, 246
limaçon, 232
linear product homotopy, 71, 76, 80
linear products, 76
local dimension, 172, 187
depth-bounded, 187

Macaulay dual space, 173, 186
depth, 188
Macaulay matrix, 186
manifold point, 17, 145
marching method, 34
maximum likelihood degree, 246
maximum likelihood estimation, 246
mechanism analysis, xvi
mechanism mobility, 143
mechanism synthesis, xvi
membership testing, 160
Minkowski product, 65
Minkowski quotient, 66
Minkowski sum, 82
mixed volume, 82, 325
monodromy group, 176
monodromy loop, 173, 175, 176
MPFR, 45
multidegree, 73
multidegree notation, xiv
multidegree table, 73, 74, 77
multihomogeneous Bézout number, 73, 101
multihomogeneous homotopy, 71, 72, 78, 79, 100, 159
multihomogeneous structures, 64
multiplicity, 9, 12, 20, 32, 41, 42, 148, 184–186
convergent power series, 184
nested parameter spaces, 111
Newton homotopy, 129, 130, 133
Newton polytope, 81
Newton’s method, 9, 35, 43, 119, 189, 266
nine-point four-bar problem, 95, 109, 113, 323
nondimensionalized variables, 91
nonsingular, 9
nonsingular solution, 20
nonsolutions, 109, 168
nonsquare system, xviii
Nullstellensatz, 17
numerical algebraic geometry, xv, 3
numerical algebraic kinematics, xvii
numerical elimination theory, xx, 251
numerical irreducible decomposition, 19, 144, 150, 159
specific dimension, 181
O(), xiv
ODE predictors, 35
off-line phase, 103
on-line phase, 103
open ball, 20
overdetermined system, 14, 185
\mathbb{P}, xiv
parallel Cauchy endgame, 47
parameter homotopy, 101, 104, 105, 331
partitioned linear product, 80
path tracking, 31, 32, 120
path variable, 37
paths, 24
pejorative manifolds of Kahan, 46
perturbation approach, 89
phylogenetics, 245
point, 147
polar class, 245
polyhedral homotopy, 71, 82
polyhedral homotopy example, 83
polyhedral mixed volume, 101
polynomial, xiv
polynomial-product homotopy, 81
positive-dimensional, 143
positive-dimensional run, 276
power-series endgame, 47, 50, 326
precision, 42
predictor-corrector, 35
probability one, 15, 21, 22, 26, 43, 103
probability-zero event, 22
projective patch, 62, 68
projective plane, 56
projective space, 51, 55
pseudowitness point set, 253
pseudowitness set, 251, 253, 259
Puiseux expansion, 47, 326
pure-dimensional algebraic set, 19, 144, 147
quasi-projective algebraic set, 144
\mathbb{R}, xiii
radially symmetric solution, 264
ramification point, 28, 49, 244
random linear combination, 14
random patch, 51, 68
random seed, 6
randomized system, 42
randomizing a polynomial system, 22, 163
rank of a system, 162
real dimension, 17, 224
real numerical irreducible
decomposition, 223, 240
real radical ideal, 240
reduced algebraic set, 145, 149
reducible algebraic set, 145
reduction to the diagonal, 196
regeneration, 71, 83, 324, 327
regeneration homotopy, 80, 84, 100
regenerative cascade, 89, 162, 168, 183
regular point, 9, 145
rigid body, 58
robot kinematics, 75, 107, 109
robotics, xv
root count, 73, 102
salmon conjecture, 246
sampling, 159, 219, 290
Schubert problem, 247
secant variety, 245
serial-link robotic arm, xv
sextic example, 105
sharpening module, 121, 289, 327
singular point, 9, 145, 209, 218
singular set, 209
singular solution, 9, 20
singularity, 20
six-revolute (6R) serial-link robot, 75, 154
slice, 165
smooth point, 21, 145, 147, 149, 201,
209, 218, 221, 225, 304
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
satellite, 95
solution set, 144
square system, 14, 20, 184, 185
start system, 24
startpoint, 24, 105
step sizes, 35
Stewart-Gough platform
general, 107
Griffis-Duffy platform, 189
foldable, 156, 189
Type I, 155
Type II, 155
straight-line program, 15, 323, 324
strong entropy condition, 266
Study coordinates, 59, 155, 189
subfunctions, 15, 275, 276, 323
Sudoku puzzle, 248
surface, 145, 147
target system, 24
Terracini’s lemma, 245
topology, see classical topology;
complex topology; Zariski
topology
total-degree homotopy, xviii, 24, 31, 32,
39, 72
trace, 173
trace test, 173
combinatorial, 175, 176
tracker settings, 35
tracking, 31
tumor-aggressiveness factor, 264, 269
tumor-growth model, 264, 269
twisted cubic curve, 145, 202, 277
unclassified point, 177
underdetermined system, 14
upper semicontinuity, 112, 115, 162,
217
user-defined homotopy, xvii, 39, 40,
131, 134
variable groups, 72
WENO scheme, xvi, 266
Wilkinson, 43
winding number, see cycle number
witness point, 150
witness point set, 150
witness set, 144, 150
print, 160, 179, 291
Z, xiii
Zariski topology, 19